“Change is the law of life. And those who look only to
the past or present are certain to miss the future.”
John F. Kennedy

334 BC

Alexander
the Great’s
defeat of the
Persians

shows
aggressive
acquisition
of real
estate by
force.

1790
Napoleon
begins
seizing
real
estate in
form of
countries.

1803
The U.S.
acquires
some
swampy new
land in the
Louisiana
Purchase.

1855
Baird Warner
is formed and
has remained
the oldest
real estate
brokerage in
the U.S.A.

1867
U.S. gains a
bit of icy
tundra from
Russia in the
Alaska
Purchase.

1929
The largest
stock market
crash sparks
the Great
Depression
and the
collapse of
the real
estate
market.

1916
National
Association of
Real Estate
Boards coins
the term
Realtor.

1970
Congress
charters
Freddie Mac
and the
secondary
loan market.

Early 60´s
The national
Association of
Real Estate
Boards creates
national MLS
system based
on unilateral
offer of
cooperation.

1999
ZipRealty
introduces
internet lead
generation to
Real Estate.
Move (formerly
HomeStore)
goes public, the
first real estate
company to do
so.

1994
Property
listing begin
to become
publicity
available on
the internet.

2007 - 2010
The
“Housing
Bubble”
bursts,
causing
financial crisis
in the U.S.

Early 2000´s
Launch of
IDX for real
estate
websites.

2017
The Dynamic
Referral System
emerges as a more
efficient, professional
and positive way of
developing the Real
Estate Industry. It’s a
win-win-win model.
Discover and be part
of this revolution.

2009 - 2016
Real Estate data / Self made
consumers (homes for sale,
internet listings, proliferation
of real estate agents,
confusion on the amount of
information obtained, real
estate client turns into a self
made consumer). Real
Estate phone apps become
all the range.

Sources: https://en.wikipedia.org/ | http://www.nytimes.com/1984/01/22/business/rise-of-a-national-mortgage-market.html?pagewanted=all.

| www.drs-world.com

Real Estate and self-made consumers.
- The global real estate industry is one of the main economic engines for most countries. Since early 20th century this business has evolved constantly until the
main event that turned real estate industry into what it is today - the Internet.

- On the early 90’s this mega industry saw a gateway to achieve maximum exposure to endless costumers. Websites and real estate listings flourished and the new
model was established. In return of this easy way of driving new costumers, the real estate costumer changed the personal relation with the Real Estate company
or broker traditionally consulted for its quality and trust. He became a self made consumer.

- In such a complex market the idea of a selfmate consumer is difficult to understand. How can a US resident know on which property to invest on a foreign
country is he has never been there? How can a doctor know if the construction quality is good or not? Imagine choosing properties to visit and potentially
acquire from a set of photos and a description made by someone you don’t know?

- This is reality nowadays. The real estate costumer satisfaction is a shot in the dark.Marketing strategies driven by the window of opportunity that the internet
provided made the real estate client a "self-made consumer" in a market where this should never have happened due to it’s unique complexity.

- On a hundred trillion dollar industry established mechanisms are hard to change but if there is way of getting a better costumer experience ensured by the best
professionals in the world and at the same time help to build a better world, why not give it a try.

- After years of international real estate experience dealing both with costumers and suppliers, understanding the market cycles and trends the Dynamic Referral
System was created aiming for providing the best costumer experience while creating a positive community where everyone can win.

The Dynamic Referral System
- DRS is a ‘Market Network’ for the global Real Estate sector connecting multiple Buyers and multiple Sellers via its DRS Operating System (OS) and actively
supported by its locally managed DRS Sales Agents network.

- DRS has a unique, patent pending, lead generation & qualification engine which drives well qualified buyer/seller sales referrals to our panel of leading property
agency brands (our DRS Elite Selection) including John Lang LaSale, Sotheby’s, Martinez Echevarria and other associated property professionals worldwide, all
part of our DRS Preferred Partner Program (PPP).

- DRS gets a revenue share on each sales commission upon successful completion of each transaction (purchase, sale, rental, new development).
- DRS ‘viral sales growth’ comes from a highly incentivized revenue share model that sees local parties sign-up to become DRS Agents to find, promote and
introduce new leads, sales referrals or recruit agents worldwide.

- DRS is addressing several ‘unmet needs’ of the $217 Trillion global Real Estate Market and seen as a ‘disruptor’ by leading global property agencies and general
media.

- DRS is a integrated Real Estate Service provider including law and tax advisory, intelligence services, development and construction, relocation services,
marketing packages (Video Production, VR and AR) what means several income streams with outsourced services.

- DRS is a Win-Win-Win business model where every chain participant gains.
- DRS REEVO App maximizes the DRS reach worldwide, the App is available at the AppStore and it’s a powerful tool to generate and control real estate leads.
- DRS has passed the test period successfully and the model was one of the main subjects in events such as Websummit 2016, The Horasis Global Convention
2017, The Lisbon Investment Summit 17 or the “Salon Inmobiliario de Madrid” 2016 and 2017.

Real Estate Leads

The Business Model

Real Estate Costumer The end costumer is
always granted to have the most professional
services everywhere in the world. It can be
generated by any DRS Agent or by
downloading REEVO App or entering DRS
website he will be able to choose from several
integrated real estate services and by
providing the real estate needs will receive the
most suitable options and services demanded.

Real Estate Point Is a unique and personal
sticker using the QR code Technology that
allows every real estate costumer to scan the
code and access the “DRS Concierge”, a form
where the end costumer identifies it’s real
estate needs. Everyone who registers on the
DRS platform automatically gets access to the
personal Real Estate Point and tools to
promote it.

The DRS Platform generates and qualifies
every real estate lead and directs the client to
the suitable Elite Selection Member or
Members under the PPP Program. Our
costumer service department follows the
process until the final stage of acquisition and
costumer satisfaction. The information
gathered worldwide provides a unique
database and market analytics which allows
DRS to evolve together with the growing
costumers needs on an ever changing market.

REEVO App is the perfect tool to control the
Real Estate Point performance and monitor
each generated lead thru a 5 stage process
that identifies the generated costumer status
regarding the real estate negotiation process.
When finishing the 5th stage the DRS Agent
(registered user) receives a percentage o DRS
commission.

Commission
Referral Fee

Elite Selection is a selected group of real
estate professionals and related services
providers who for their proven track record of
success can guarantee a safe, clear and
professional service to every DRS user
worldwide. The Elite Selection offers a range of
integrated real estate services to provide to
the end costumer the best real estate
experience ever.

DRS Ambassadors are well known
personalities who choose to donate their
revenue with the Real Estate Point to Aid
campaigns or community projects. For their
social reach the profit from generating quality
leads can be substantial and the quality of the
s e r v i c e s a re a l w a y s g r a n t e d b y D R S .
Philanthropy for a sustainable future.

For further information regarding the Dynamic Referral System please contact

Jorge Próspero dos Santos
00351 91 209 2469
jorgeprospero@drs-world.com

www.drs-world.com

